
December 25, 2016                                                    Christmas Day

Luke 2:1-20                             “Good News of Great Joy”       by Vicar Albert Romkema

Introduction

I would imagine that more than a few of us have sung Christmas Carols during this Christmas season, and

perhaps will sing a few more today as well. 

It seems to me that there are 3 kinds of carols that we sing. The first kind of carol says something like, “isn’t it

cold, shouldn’t we all have a good time.” Examples would be Jingle Bells, and I am Dreaming of a White

Christmas.

The second type of carol says, “Isn’t that Baby Sweet.” Examples would be Away in a Manger or Once in Royal

David’s City. 

The third type of carol contains unusual and sometimes incomprehensible ideas which make us pause. These,

perhaps unfortunately, are the ones that seem to get closest to the message of the birth of Christ. Examples of

these carols would be the second verse of O Come all ye Faithful, for instance…or the second verse of Hark the

herald Angels Sing. We will sing them both in this service. In O Come all ye Faithful we hear:

God of God light of light…

Very God begotten not created.

We hear this carol attempting to answer the question that we base our Christian lives on, “Who is at the heart

of the Christmas story?” It is God who is at the centre of the story of course, but not just God as such, it is God

from God, we hear this carol proclaim. It is God’s life bubbling over from eternity into time; God from God and

then it says light from light – as one candle lighting another candle (like we did here today); both candles lit

but neither diminishing the other: God from God light from light; that is the incarnation of Christ into our lives. 

This is what we are invited to remember and celebrate each day of our lives, and what we gather together to

celebrate and proclaim today.

Our text today sets the scene for the birth of Jesus, and then it reveals the inclusive, joining, gathering

message of hope that we all share and are welcomed into.

Body of the Text

Shepherds

The backdrop to the birth of Jesus is that it takes place alongside the earthly power of the Roman Empire, and

Emperor Augustus, calling all people to a census. People came from far and wide to obey the command of the

Emperor and to register. This was a powerful Emperor who was used to authority and influence. 

Yet, the powerful do not fill this stage. Our text tells us there were also shepherds tending their flocks of

sheep, and there was a dark night. You can imagine the stars filling the sky and the lights of camp fires around

the city of Bethlehem burning in the distance. This night was dark, peaceful, and quiet…
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…to these shepherds the angel appears, not to kings or rulers or the mighty Emperor Augustus, but to these

simple shepherds. 

Interesting too because shepherds were often regarded with suspicion by the orthodox “respectable

folk” of the day. Shepherds lived out with their flocks and probably smelled like them. They were also

unable to keep the details of the ceremonial law; hand-washings, and other such rules. They had few

riches and likely lived very average, non-descript lives. They seem to represent the average person, or

perhaps the person who lives on the margins; poor and not thought too much of by most. 

It is people like these average shepherds who know the emptiness of struggle for status and power;

they find rootedness in human values and interdependence. They are perhaps both models for us, and

they represent us as regular people – the searching, the broken, the lonely, the forgotten, and the sick.

Do not be afraid 

To these shepherds the angel appears and the glory of the Lord shone around them, it says in our text – wow, I

don’t know what this must have looked like exactly, but it must have been a jarring experience – it says the

shepherds were shocked and terrified. Perhaps in response, the angel’s first words to the shepherds were the

most common phrase in the bible, “Do not be afraid…do not be afraid.”

But the news is not just for the shepherds; the angel goes on to say, “I am bringing good tidings of great joy for

all people.” For all people - so the words “Do not be afraid,” are directed to us as well. In a world that seems

so upside-down sometimes; in a world and our lives that seem to have hills, yes - the joys and celebrations -

but many valleys too; it is the valleys that we are all too familiar with:

The valley of death, the valley of cancer, the valley of divorce, the valley of depression, the valley of

trauma, the valley of family struggles.

It is important then, that we too hear these first words of the angel to the shepherds, “do not be afraid.” 

And for good reason, because what follows is the heart and the hope of our Christian lives, “To you is born this

day in the city of David a Saviour.”

For you Christ is born 

The angel does not simply say, “Christ is born today,” but rather he says, “for you Christ is born.” This is the

heart of the matter for us. What good would it be if Mary gave birth to the son of God, with angelic

proclamations and heavenly choirs singing, if that birth had nothing to do with each one of us personally? 

I think sometimes we forget this part of the narrative. We remember the names Mary and Joseph, the angels,

the shepherds, and wise men – all those who participated in this narrative directly on that day - but we forget

that we too are grafted into the narrative by the angel’s proclamation. 

For us Christ was born, each of us, here and now – and God is with us. 

God shows us what is possible by taking even the worst we can think of, our deepest valleys, and shows us

that even there, some deep possibility is always alive; the deep possibility that is God’s own unbroken love
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and commitment to the world. “Do not be afraid,” God says again in Isaiah 43, “for I have redeemed you; I

have called you by name, you are mine.” 

The birth of Jesus

Onto this stage our Lord is born, and not as a power-seeking ruler like the Emperor, but as a gentle and

vulnerable child in a manger. He comes to us in a stable, off to the side somewhere. Joining us in our human

predicament from the fringes - humble and vulnerable; interrupting the ordinary events of our lives. 

The full meaning, the shocking quality of this, can only be even vaguely understood when it is completely

separated from our usual ideas of power and influence…so we gather around a manger.

And like Mary, the shepherds, and the wise men we arrive here from different places too. Some of us arrive

here rejoicing, while others grieving; some of us come willingly, while others struggle to enter the church

doors; some of us come to hear the grand narrative of Christ’s birth, while others to sing the hymns; some of

us come with high expectations, while others come with little or no expectations at all. 

However we come to be here, Christ arrives to each of us as a gentle and vulnerable presence; calling us to

relationship and freely offering new life, forgiveness, and salvation; there is no part of our lives into which

Jesus is not being born.

As I was preparing for this sermon I began thinking about what this actually looks like – how is Christ actually

being born into our lives today, and how are we invited to participate in his arrival? Of course there is the

important work that we do as a church and in our church organizations; the work of CLWR for instance, the

Eastern Synod, and the national church; or more locally there is the work of the SALT team working with

refugees here in Stratford, or our friendship meal. You could say that Christ is born into these sorts of

activities. But something else struck me too: 

The other day I was driving down Ontario Street and I noticed a lady was struggling to cross the road

with her walker through the newly-fallen snow. She was approaching a mound of snow that a snow

plow had left along the edge of a sidewalk – I think all of us have experienced these mounds of snow

and wonder how we will get across them without slipping or falling. This woman was using a walker,

her options seemed limited. Then I saw another woman virtually run up to her, greet her with a warm

smile, and then she helped get her and her walker across that snow bank.

This scene struck me as important. And our days are full of such actions, small but meaningful, that we

do for each other. These actions too can be seen as the light of Christ arriving, Christ being born, this

time in the ordinary events of living. Perhaps not as influential, on some level, as the work of CLWR or

our synod, but important in that each of us is able to contribute as an expression of the message that

the newborn Jesus brings to our lives. Christ is born into these simple activities of living. 

The ways we can express this are limitless: buy a coffee for the next person in line at Tim Hortons; help

a neighbour shovel his/her driveway; sit with someone who is having a tough time this Christmas;

listen deeply; say hello to someone right here at Zion who you don’t speak with very often. 
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There is a certain holiness in these simple acts of kindness – they are a ministry of small things. The

fact that they seem so ordinary and routine belies their deeper commitment to a life of service that

each of us are invited to live. 

It is in actively demonstrating God’s love to the world, by living this way, that we come to know God

more profoundly, and Jesus is born into our lives anew. 

Heaven’s response

And what was heaven’s response to the news of the birth of Christ? A multitude of the heavenly host praised

God, saying, “Glory to God in the highest heaven, and on earth peace among those whom he favours.”

This peace proclaimed by this group of heavenly beings is shalom - a joy filled with deep contentment and

wholeness that we need not wait for the next life to experience, but is a present reality right here and now.

And it is offered to each of us. Although the phrase among those whom he favours seems to imply that we

need to do something that pleases God to receive shalom; this is actually not the case. The root of the phrase

is the Greek word eudokia. This word actually refers to God’s divine will to save, better translated simply as

grace, independent of our behaviour.

So the angels are not announcing that this shalom is available just for those who have in some way pleased

God, but rather that this shalom is God’s gracious gift to us, his unconditional promise, freely given to all his

children, for all of us. 

Christ was born for each of us, and in fact for all people.

Amazing… grace.

Conclusion

The second verse of Hark the Herald Angels Sing delivers this truth:

Veiled in flesh the Godhead see,

Hail the incarnate Deity

Pleased as man with man to dwell

Jesus, our Emmanuel

Jesus is our Emmanuel - God is with us – this is God’s promise.

God made us, cares for us, possesses us, gathers us, redeems us, formed us, forgives us, and loves us. God

calls us by name, we belong to God. We are no longer in the season of Advent waiting; Christ has arrived for

once and for all.

This is our Christmas joy: 

Hark! The herald-angels sing

“Glory to the newborn King”

Amen 
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